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Our project aims to solve many problems which are present in front of war stricken children in 
Afghanistan. This project mainly focuses on those street Childs, widows, orphans and jobless 
youths who are forced to do hard and difficult works in order to earn money for their families 
which made them deprived from getting education, doing sport, making friends and taking care 
of their health. We provide them different types of short vocational training courses like mobile 
repairing, tailoring and mobile software courses which help them to stop doing hard works and 
earn money in a comfortable manner. As we have our own radio station we have specified some 
advertisement costs for these courses and we run them by using that money. We have plan to 
provide many other sort of courses in future like short reading and writing courses ,short sports 
training courses especially football  in order to help those children who are deprived from getting 
education or deprived from playing different types of games .
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Our project solves the problem of poverty inside our society.  
 

It solves the problem of street crimes and terror acts inside our society.

Play role in providing job opportunity for youths so it is essential in 
countering joblessness.

In one part of our project we strive to provide facilities through which 
they can find free time and get these courses .We dig wells for them 
because many of them were bringing water from far places .We dig wells 
near their homes 
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Jobless youths became able to run their own jobs through the skills 
which they learned from our organization.

 It also overcome the rate of street crimes inside our areas because most 
of the people do illegal acts when they become jobless and faced with 
the burden of running their homes.

 One of the great achievements for us was providing these courses to 
street children and widows who were doing hard and difficult works in 
different cities now they are able to do their own skilled works and also 
find time to go to school and get education. It has played good role 
providing labors to different firms. 
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Materials needed for tailoring skill are: Tailoring machines, raw materials 
for teaching sewing skills like fabrics, fabric scissors, sewing needles, 
steam irons, measuring tape and threads. 

Materials needed for mobile hardware and software are: Computers, 
internet connections, multimeter,microscope,solder wire,solder iron ,old 
mobiles ,different mobile software tools.

Moreover, qualified teachers for the specific skills



Our project helps to promote three values of football for Friendship program.(Peace, equality 
tradition ) It promotes peace by providing different sorts of skills to men, women, widows and 
orphans which helps them become self sustainable abandon from doing illegal acts inside a 
society which increases peace and harmony and stopped the use of children by terrorist groups. 
Furthermore, our projects aims to provide equal opportunities to men and women to learn 
different skills. Our main focus is on those women who are illiterate and lost their husbands and 
became compelled to feed their families through hard works so learning tailoring skill made it 
possible for them to earn money inside their own homes. In addition, it helps to promote the 
value of tradition because as we are providing different types of designing courses to women 
and mainly the women works on traditional clothes which are about to disappear from our 
societies but our projects has aim to make our traditional clothes alive and transfer our 
traditional clothes to different corners of the world.
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THANK YOU FOR ATTENTION!
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